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Date: 4th May 2020 

Place : Loikaw 

Country: Myanmar  

Due to the World Covid 19 crisis, the Kayah state has been so much worries on that 

issues. Currently, in Myanmar had found total 232 positive patients, 143 patients had been 

recovered and 6 patients had dies due to the Covid 19. Luckily, only Kayah state are not yet 

found the patients and the rest of states and division had been found the Covid. 19 patients. 

Even the Myanmar government announce the rules and regulations that not more than 5 people 

cannot see as a group and also without face mask we cannot go out to the public areas. Most 

of the village in the Kayah state had been self-community or village lock down till now and 

most of the shops are still close. In the Loikaw areas can see without washing hands cannot 

able to in to the bank, office, marts, hospital and Hotels places. Because of the Covid.19 has 

been impact to the all over the world and KEG also facing difficult problem to do activities in 

the fields.  

However, the villagers are going to the paddy fields because of the raining session are 

coming and they are start doing agricultures. Due to the lack of supporting from the government 

most of the people are does not care about the Covid. 19 and started running their business as 

usual.  

As the KEG do not able to go to the field in this month, however we are having capacity 

building training such as drawing mapping training in the KEG office. KEG’s gave some 

funding to the Sae Tor Ro education center to do collecting garbage camping. And also collect 

the seedling and planting for the raining season.  

The government peace process is started getting weak day by day in Kayah State. The 

government and KNPP were fight on 16th May 2020 around 10:40 am due to the control areas 

conflict. The community people are started worries because they don’t want to face the same 

problem as in Rakhinn State. In Myanmar the civil war is ongoing, especially in the Rakhin 

State and also, we are worries for the Covid. 19 crises too. We wish to have the peaceful and 

healthy environment soon.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


